Here it goes:
● Choose a color theme. This makes choosing colors so easy
● Wall hooks - no not those boring coat hooks you see at the your office - I’m
talking really cool Trendy wall hooks , creative artsy hooks. These hooks add a
bit of personality and pizzaz to an entryway, a bathroom, or bedroom.
● Always - Always use White sheets - it’s no correlation just psychological that
hotels ONLY use white sheets. It communicates cleanliness, you can add color
with throw pillows and bed throws.
● Add a piece of framed or canvas artwork - the bigger the better! My personal
favorite place to get affordable artwork, another place I have found cheap in
price but not cheap in look!.
● Use white paint with a matte finish on walls and ceiling - now, I had mentioned
earlier about deciding on the color theme, you can add color to a room by
painting an accent wall or large piece of furniture with a burst of coordinating
color.
● Use outdoor furniture, inside. It turns you into an instant artist. There is so
many styles of beautiful outdoor furniture to choose from. Take a look at these
ideas.
● The best way to add color to your color theme is by adding decorative pillows
for sofas, chairs, beds, etc.
● Get rid of the curtains, The Shade Store has an awesome! collection of roman
shades (catch the sales or discontinued collections) roller shades will open up
the room to make it look bigger.
● Up your light! Each bed should have a lamp on both sides. This is the perfect
area to add a little more frill . . . any creative idea works!.
● Always! have a luggage rack available for your guests. Pick out one or make
your own out that looks appealing and functional that can be showcased in
photos online.
● I created a “Welcoming Area”, at a previous client’s summer home they rented
out. The area was at the entry of the house. I set up a welcome note that gave
some ‘house information’ - items like where the trash is located outside,
information to run the outside shower, where their guest can park, etc. The
other items were pamphlets on the local area attraction, take out menus, local
shopping information, local papers, magazines. I had cold water in the
refrigerator - the homeowner I worked for set it up with a local deli to pick up a
tray finger foods to have in the refrigerator with the water (guest liked this

touch!) - I always grabbed a new menu and placed it right on top of the platter.
Get creative with this one - guest always remember how they were welcomed!
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